
Sustainable Acoustic Solutions made simple – the 

new Organoid Picture Absorbers 

 

Healthy living is on trend – we can see that in all areas of life at the moment. 

Even when furnishing office spaces, restaurants or one’s own home, 

mindfulness and health have become important factors. 

But often, spaces with surfaces made from glass and concrete have acoustical 

properties with long reverberation times, which are perceived as unpleasantly 

loud. This impairs concentration and, over time, impacts health and wellbeing.  

Optimization of indoor acoustics has shown to have a notable effect: 

Headaches, stress and tension are relieved and wellbeing increases – in the 

work environment as well as at home. For interior spaces that make you feel at 

ease. 

 

Higher  Quality of Life with Acoustic Wall Design 

 

The new, sustainable acoustic elements by Organoid provide an more healthy 

and pleasant indoor climate for offices, restaurants or homes, leading to better 

productivity or simply increased relaxation. 

The elements can simply be hanged on the wall like a picture with the assembly 

material included. The organoid surfaces are eye-catchingly beautiful. For 

wellbeing in two senses: closeness to nature and calming interior acoustics.  

With the excellent improvement of reverberation times of Alpha-w up to 0.8, 

the acoustic elements also provide a clearly noticeable wow-effect, optically as 

well as acoustically. 

 

Sustainable Biophilic Interior Design  

 

The organoid Picture absorbers are produced from recycled Plastic bottles in an 

upcycling process. Then, they are carefully finished in an integrative workshop 

with Organoid’s climate-neutral, Austrian produced surfaces on natural flax 

backing. 



They are recyclable, allergy-friendly, unbleached, and completely free from 

chemical additives. 

 

The Picture Absorbers are Available in Four 

Different Designs: 

 

ALMWIESN Picture Absorbers 

Regional, fragrant alpine hay with flower petals of arnica, corn flower, heather, 

rose and marguerites with stems is carefully crafted into this colourful surface 

– directly in Tyrol, where these plants grow. A multisensory experience!  

 

WILDSPITZE light Picture Absorbers 

Fragrant alpine grass and herbs from the Tyrolean Alps, hand-cut and carefully 

crafted. The low density makes for a fresh-looking effect – just like the alpine 

meadows in airy heights. 

 

BLIATNPRACHT light Picture Absorbers 

 

Loosely scattered, colourful flower petals and moss are beautifully displayed on 

unbleached natural flax backing. The natural dashes of colour on the neutral 

backing create an eye-catcher with a lively yet calming look. 

 

SKELETTBLATTLA ANTHRAZIT LIGHT Picture Absorbers 

 

The real skeletonized leaves from rubber trees, kept in trendy anthracite grey, 

have a delicate structure, making for an elegant and lightweight effect. They 

are displayed on natural flax backing, creating a beautiful contrast.  

 

Endless  Possibilities… 

… a calming monochromatic design  



Combine the picture absorber with our wallpapers in the same design and 

create interior spaces with that wow-effect. Through the tonal design, you can 

for example create the effect of an “airy mountain meadow”.  

This way, you can design harmonious and inviting interior spaces in our 

overwhelming everyday lives. 

… a pinboard 

The picture absorbers can also be used as pinboards - particularly fitting for 

office purposes, the design element has a multitude of useful properties.  

 

The picture absorbers are available on demand in other sizes and organoid designs. More acoustic 

solutions with Organoid can be created individually. 

 

Order now – for interior spaces to feel at home in. 


